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A symmetric (u, k, 1) design has a natural six-dimensional algebra on the flags. It 
is easy to show that this “flag algebra” (or “Hecke algebra”) is the algebra of an 
association scheme if and only if the design is a projective plane. However, if the 
symmetric design is either the point-hyperplane design of a projective space (of 
dimension at least three) or the complement of a projective space over a field of 
order two, then the flag algebra has a natural extension to a seven-dimensional 
algebra of an association scheme. 
It is conjectured that these are the only cases where this natural extension has 
dimension seven. Several weak forms of the conjecture are proved: In Theorem 5.2 
it is assumed that 1. divides k- 1; the added hypothesis is “k= 21” in 
Theorem 5.4. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear algebra has been used extensively in the study of designs and 
other combinatorial structures. This often involves an investigation into the 
eigenvalues of an incidence (or adjacency) matrix of the structure. 
In papers by Kilmoyer and Solomon [lo], Ott [14, 151, and Liebler 
[12], the attention instead focuses on an algebra on the flags of a tactical 
configuration. The goal, best demonstrated by [lo], is to examine various 
algebraic invariants (such as eigenvalues and their multiplicities) and from 
these find necessary conditions for the existence of a particular tactical con- 
figuration. The papers mentioned above deal with various tactical con- 
figurations and a natural algebra generated by two special elements 
(usually called 0 and r). The tactical configurations have various restric- 
tions: few or none in [ 121, they are generalized n-gons in [lo], and partial 
geometries in [16]. A similar investigation from a graph theoretic view- 
point in [9] found the eigenvalues of 0 + t in the case where the design 
was symmetric. 
In some situations 
algebra generated by 
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(for example, if the design is a projective plane) the 
c and z is the adjacency algebra of a five class non- 
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commutative association scheme. In this paper an attempt is made to find 
all symmetric (u, k, A) designs in which an extension of the standard flag 
algebra is an adjacency algebra of a six class association scheme. In general 
this classification appears difficult. The major results of this paper are 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.4. In Theorem 5.2 it is proven that if a (u, k, 1) design 
has 1 dividing (k - 1 ), and the flags form a six class association scheme, 
then the design is created by the points and hyperplanes of a projective 
space over a field of order q. Theorem 5.4 covers another case: if 1= 2k 
then the design is the complement of one created by a projective space over 
a field of order two. It is conjectured that there are no other symmetric 
designs with a six class association scheme on the flags. 
We assume the basic definitions regarding block designs and finite pro- 
jective geometries. (See [S], [7], or [ll].) Our notation will generally 
follow [S]. Blocks will be denoted by capital letters (X, Y, . ..) and points 
by small letters (x, y, . ..). An incident point-block pair (x, X) is aflug. XFX 
indicates that (x, X) is a flag; xF’X indicates that (x, X) is not a flag. Given 
a finite set S, the vector space Cs is a vector space with distinguished basis 
labeled by the elements of S. We are most interested in the flag vector 
space CF. Given a pair of points, x and y, of a symmetric design, we define 
the line (xy) to be the intersection of all blocks containing {x, y} [ 11, 
p. 151. 
2. RELATIONS AND ALGEBRAS ON THE FLAGS OF A SYMMETRIC DESIGN 
There is a natural set of seven relations on the flags F of a symmetric 
(v, k, 1) design. The relations are defined by partitioning F x F into seven 
classes. In the following, f and g will represent the flags f = (x, X) and 
g = (y, Y). The seven natural subclasses of F x F are: 
R, = {(f, f): f E F), the diagonal of F 
R,={CL~):~#K~=Y} 
R, = ((f, 8): X= Y, x f Y} 
R, = {(f, g): Xf Y, x # y, xFY, yFX} 
R, = {(f, g): X# Y, x # y, xFY, yF’X} 
R, = {(f, g): X# Y, x # y, xF’ Y, yFX} 
Rcj = {(f, g): 3-f Y, x # y, xFcY, yF’X}. 
All the relations above are symmetric except R, and R,. An ordered pair 
(J; g) is in R, if and only if (g, f) is in R,. The relation R, is empty if 2 = 1. 
Let Z, A,, A,, . . . . A,, be the adjacency matrices of the relations 
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R,, R,, R,, . ..> R6, above. Let QI be the algebra generated by linear com- 
binations of products of A, and A2 (i.e., 2l is the enveloping algebra of 
{A 1, A,}). Let 9l’ be the algebra generated by linear combinations of 
products among all seven matrices, I, A,, A,, . . . . A,. Traditionally (in 
[4, 10, 12, 14, IS]) the letters 0 and 7 have represented A, and Al, respec- 
tively, and it has been the algebra 2l which was under investigation. We 
wish to examine the algebra ‘$I’. In order to be consistent in dealing with 
the other relations, 0 and z will not be used in this paper. 
Since fl and %I’ are algebras of linear transformations on C”, they will be 
called flag algebras. Just as graph spectra provide insight into the theory of 
graphs, the representation theory of % and associated algebras can provide 
insight into combinatorial configurations. 
For any k, 0 <k d 6, and pair (J g) E R,, define aiik(f, g) to be the num- 
ber of h in F such that (f, h) E R, and (h, g) E R,. Furthermore, for any k 
and for subsets PI and F2 of F, let M,= (F, x F2)n Rk and, for fixed 
i, j, k, F1, F,, define the average 
a,,(F,, F,) = c a,(f, 2 fd~A (summing over (f,, fi) E Mk). 
An obvious but useful result of the definitions of the aijk is that for 
(L g) E K-o aVk(f, g) is a nonnegative integer. For any pair of subsets, 
F, , F,, of F, a,,(F,, FJ is either undefined or is a nonnegative rational. 
We view the set F as the vertices of a graph and a pair (f, g) in Rk as a 
directed edge of type k. A (il, i2, . . . . i,) path from f to g is a sequence of m 
edges (f=fo,fih (fi,f2), . . . (fmel,fm=g) such that (fi-13fi)~Rii. 
From this viewpoint, for (f, g) E R,, a@k(f, g) is the number of (i, j) paths 
from fto g. 
Suppose A,, Aj, and Ak are the adjacency matrices for relations Ri, Rj, 
and Rk, respectively, and suppose (f, g)G Rk. The (f, g) entry of the 
product A,A, is the sum C(Ai)fh(Aj)hg (he F). Since (Ai)f, is nonzero iff 
(f; h) E Ri, this sum is aijk(f, g)--the number of (i, i) paths from f to g. In 
general, the (S, g) entry of the product A,A, . . . A, is the number of 
(i, j, . . . . s) paths from f to g. 
The set F of flags, with the relations R,, R,, R2, . . . . R,, is an association 
scheme if, for all (f, g) in R,, the number atik(f, g) is independent of the 
pair (f, g). We seek the symmetric designs in which this occurs. 
Basic facts about association schemes are found in [l], [8], or [ 13, 
Chap. 211. As in [ 11, R, will denote the relation (Ri)’ = ((f, g): 
(g,f)ERi). Th e association scheme on the flags of a symmetric design is 
not symmetric; in particular, R4, = R5. 
The association algebra % is not commutative. 
The major counting result we require from the theory of association 
schemes is: 
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LEMMA 2.1. For any three (not necessarily distinct) relations Ri, R,, Rk, 
airOajki = aJYoaikY. 
For a proof see [l, pp. 55,561 or [13, pp. 652,653-J 
3. THE REPRESENTATIONS OF ‘i!I’ 
In the remainder of this paper we restrict our study to the situation 
where D = (P, B, F) is a symmetric (u, k, A) design. We develop the 
representations of the algebras 2I and 2I’. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D = (P, B, F) be a (v, k, A) symmetric design. Then 
A;=(k-2)A,+(k-l)Z (3.1) 
A;=(k-2)A,+(k-l)Z (3.2) 
AlA2=A3+& (3.3) 
A,A,=A,+A, (3.4) 
A,A,A,+(il-1)A,=A2A1A2+(~-l)A2 
=(~-1)[A,+A,+A,+A5]+(~-2)A3+~A6 
(3.5) 
A,A,=(~-l)A,A,+(I-l)A,-A, (3.6) 
A,A,=(3,-1)A,A,+(I-l)A,-A3 (3.7) 
A,A,=(I-1)A,A2+(~-l)A2-A3 (3.8) 
A,A,=(I-l)A,A,+(~-l)A,-A,. (3.9) 
ProoJ These equations involve simple counts among the relations 
R,, R,, R,, . . . . R,. As an example, the proof of (3.6) uses the following 
argument: If (f, g) are in R, or R, then there are ,? - 1 (3, 1) paths from f 
to g. If (f, g) is in R, then there are L-2 (3, 1) paths from f to g. If 
(f, g) E Rj, i= 0, 1,4, or 6, then there are no (3, 1) paths from f to g. Thus 
A,A1=(~-1)A,+(;l-1)A,+(I-2)A,. 
However, by Eq. (3.4), A, = A,A I - A,. This substitution gives 
A,A,=(~-l)A,A,+(3,-l)A,-A,. 1 
Equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.5) are given in [14], where Ott finds the 
representations of 2I. 
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If D = (P, B, Z’) is a (v, k, n) symmetric design and A = 1 then the set 
(Z=A,,A,,A,,A,=A,A,,A,=A,A,,A,=A,A,A,Sisabasisfor~.If 
1> > 1 then Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.5), combined with the independence of 
A,, A,, A,, A,, A,, A,, and A,, again give {Z=&, A,, &, AlA,, AdI, 
A iA2A, } as a basis for 2I. From Lemma 3.1, it follows that Cu’ is the 
smallest subalgebra of Horn(P) which contains both the algebra ?I and 
the element A,. 
The flag algebra %!I can be defined abstractly in terms of Eq. (3.1), (3.2), 
and (3.5) and so two symmetric designs with the same parameters (u, k, ,I) 
have isomorphic flag algebras. The matrix A I + A, is the adjacency matrix 
of a graph with vertex set F and edge set RI u R,. (This is the line graph of 
the Levi graph described in [12].) 
In examining the algebras ‘8 and ‘LI’, certain incidence maps appear. We 
digress for a moment to discuss these incidence relations. 
Incidence structures are based on an incidence relation between points 
and blocks. It is natural to consider incidence relations between other pairs 
of sets. Call a flag f = (x, X) incident with a point y if x = y; f is incident 
with a block Y if X= Y. A line and a point are said to be incident if the 
point is an element of the line. Clearly x and y are incident with (xy). A 
line is incident with a block if the block is incident with all points in the 
line. A line is incident with a flag f = (x, X) if the line is incident with both 
x and X. 
Let A(P, F) be the incidence matrix for the incidence relation between 
points and flags; rows are labeled by the points and columns are labeled by 
the flags. This matrix may be viewed as a linear transformation from the 
vector space Cp to the vector space C”, and is the transpose of the matrix 
A(F, P). Similarly define A(B, F), A(F, B) ( =A(B, F)t), A(F, L), etc. 
Set V, equal to the image of Cp under A(P, F). Define V, to be the 
image of CB under A(B, F). 
The vector space of flags, C”, has a natural Euclidean inner product 
induced by (f, h ) = 1 if f and h are the same flag; (f, h ) = 0 otherwise. 
With this inner product, define the following subspaces of K 
Ind= V, n V,, 
St=(v,+V,)~=(V,)In(V*)L, 
W = (Ind + St)l. 
CF decomposes into the mutually orthogonal subspaces Ind, St, and W. 
(The notations Ind and St are abbreviations for the terms “Index” and 
“Steinberg” occurring in [4, pp. 94 and 951.) 
Simple counting and the definitions of incidence give the following 
results. 
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LEMMA 3.2. 
A(P, F)(A, + I) = kA(P, F) and 
A(& F)(Az + I) = kA(B, F). (3.10) 
A(B, F)(A, + 1) = A(B, P) A(P, F) and 
A(P, F)(A, + I) = A(P, B) A(B, F). (3.11) 
A(P, F)(A, + (A - 1) I) = (A- 1) A(P, B) A(B, F) and 
A(& F)(A, + (A - 1) I) = (A. - 1) A(& P) A(P, F). (3.12) 
Zf all lines have size q + 1 then 
qA(F,L)A(L,F)=(k-l)Z+(I,-l)A,+qA,+qA,. (3.13) 
THEOREM 3.3 (Ott [14]). Let D = (P, B, F) be a (v, k, ,I) symmetric 
design with jlag algebra ‘X Set n = k - ,I. 2I has irreducible representations 
ind, st, and w defined by 
ind(A,)=k- 1, ind(A,) = k - 1, 
st(A,) = - 1, st(AJ = - 1, 
w(nd=[ -:, ,y> w&l=[k;l -p] 
with multiplicities 1, vk - 2v + 1, v - 1, respectively, These representations 
are afforded by the subspaces Ind, St, and W. 
Proof: Verify that these representations satisfy Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and 
(3.5). (See [14] or [15].) 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Ind, W, and St are invariant subspaces of A,. The represen- 
tations ind and w carry over to the algebra 9I’, where 
ind(A,)=(k-1)(&l), 
and 
~(a,)=(&l)[ -; -;I. 
Proof. It is obvious that Ind and (Ind)’ are fixed by A,. The 
definitiqns of V1 and V, and Eqs. (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) of Lemma 3.2 
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show that if 7, A”,, J2, and A”3 are the restrictions of Z, A,, A,, and A, 
(respectively) to W (a subspace of V, + V,), then 
a,=(n-l)a,+(n-l)a,-(n-l)(k-1)7. 
From this equation we get w(A3). i 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf VI’ has dimension 7 then St decomposes into two mutually 
orthogonal subspaces St, and St?. Each of the subspaces Sti affords a linear 
representation stj which maps A, and A, to - 1 and maps A, to an algebraic 
integer si (sl Zs,). 
ProoJ: If /z = 1 then A, = 0 and so ‘u’ has dimension six. So we assume 
,? > 1 and A, # 0, and consider the enveloping algebra of ((A, + A2), A3}. 
This algebra is a commutative five-dimensional algebra of symmetric real 
matrices and may be simultaneously diagonalized. From Theorem 3.3, the 
eigenvalues of A, + A, are 2(k - l), k - 2 F &, and -2. (This result first 
appears in [9].) The eigenvalues of A, are (k- l)(n- l), -1-t &, si, 
and s2, where the A, eigenspaces for the eigenvalues (k - 1 )(A - 1) and 
- 1 f ,,& correspond to the first three eigenvalues of (A, + AZ). Now, from 
Eqs. (3.1)-(3.5), the set 23 = {I, A, + A,, A,A, + A,A,, A,, A:} is a vector 
space basis for this algebra and !B u {A,, A, AZ) is a basis for a’. 
The eigenvalues of A, are the zeroes of the polynomial det(A, --xl); 
since A, is a (0, 1)-matrix, this polynomial is manic with integer coefficients 
and so the si are algebraic integers. i 
The numbers aiik(f, g) can be linked to the number of blocks on a triple 
of points in the following way. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let f = (x, X) and g= (y, Y) be two flags of a symmetric 
(u, k, 2) design D = (P, B, F). Let Z represent the points, not equal to x or y, 
which are incident with both X and Y. Then 
(4 ifV;g)~R~thena,,,(f,g)=C(Cx,~,zl-2); 
(b) if(f, g)c& then a3df, g)=adg,f)=C (Lx, y,zl-l); 
(~1 if (f, g)E& then a3dL 8) =C Cx, Y, ~1; 
where any sums are understood to be over all z in Z (and [x, y, z] is defined 
as the size of the set {X K incident with x, y, z}). 
Proof: Let S be the set of all flags h = (z, IV) such that (f, h) and (h, g) 
are in R,. (This forces z E Z). The cardinality of S is then a&f, g) if (f, g) 
is in R,. 
For a fixed z in Z, let S, be the set of flags (z, IV) in S. S may be viewed 
as the disjoint union of the S, as z ranges through Z, If (A g) E R, then 
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both X and Y are incident with all three points x, y, and z and so the car- 
dinality of SZ is [x, y, z] - 2. If (f, g) E R, (or R5) then exactly one of X or 
Y is incident with all of x, y, and z and so the cardinality of S, is 
[x, y, Z] - 1. If (f; g) E R,, then neither X nor Y is incident with all of x, y, 
and z and so the size of S, is simply [x, y, z]. 
The cardinality of the set S is the sum of the cardinalities of the S,. By 
equating this sum with the count ax&f, g) we get the equations in the 
theorem. 1 
In general the counts a&J g), i = 3,4,5, 6, will vary according to the 
representative (f, g) of Rj. However, the average values of the a&J; g) are 
important. In order to study these averages, the following notation is 
introduced. 
Let x and y be points of a symmetric design and let X be a block. Let mi 
be the number of points z incident with X such that [x, y, z] = i. If x (or y) 
is incident with X, we allow z = x and agree that [x, y, x] = [x, y] = A. 
For a point x, define the subset of flags Fx = {(x, X) E F}. 
THEOREM 3.7. (a) C mi= k. 
(b) If both xFX and yFX then C im, = A2 + n; else C im, = 12. 
(c) If both x and y are incident with X and iff = (x, X) then 
1 i’mi= A2 + n + 4(lv - 1)2 + (A - 1) u333(f, FY) = A3 + n - na335(f, F,). 
(d) If X is a block incident with x but not y, and iff = (x, X) then 
C i2mi = L{ (2;1- 1) + u334(f, F,,)} = A3 - na&f, Fy). 
Proof: Part (a) is an immediate result of the definition of the mi and the 
fact that [X] = k. To prove (b), consider the set 
S= ((z, Y): z incident with X, Y incident with x, y, and z}. 
This set can be partitioned, according to the points z incident with X, into 
the sets 
S, = {(z, Y): z fixed, Y incident with x, y, and z) 
each of which has cardinality i= lx, y, z]. Thus the cardinality of S is 
1 i= f im,. 
ZFX i=O 
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However, S may be partitioned according to the R blocks incident with x 
and y, i.e., S is the disjoint union of the sets S,, where 
S,= ((z, Y): Y fixed, incident with x and y; z incident with X and Y}. 
If x and y are incident with X then Y may be equal to X and the car- 
dinality of S, is k. If Y # X then the cardinality of S, is A. In the case x and 
y are incident with X, we have 
ISI =c /S,I =(A-l)/Z+k=A’+n. 
In the case x and y are not incident with X, we have 
ISI =I IS,I = E,(i) = a2. 
The proof of equations in (c) and (d) comes from counting the car- 
dinality of the set 
S = ((2, Y, Z) E P x B x B: zFX, x, y, z incident with Y and Z}. 
If one fixes a point z incident with X, the size of 
Sz = {(z, Y, Z): Z fixed, zFX; X, y, z incident with Y and Z> 
is i’ = [x, y, z12, and so the cardinality of S is 
C i2= f i’m. 2. 
ZFX i=O 
If instead, S is counted by first fixing the second coordinate Y and then 
fixing the first coordinate z, the cardinality of S is 
1 (z LX> Y, A), 
where the inner summation is over all z incident with both X and Y and 
the outer summation is over all Y incident with both x and y. In this count 
we have allowed for X= Y and for z = x or y. If z = x or y then 
[x, y, z] = 1, so this sum may be broken up as 
f i2m,=c Cx,y,z]+~ C[x,y,z]+212 ) 
i=O ZFX > 
where the inner summation of the last term is over points z #x, y, where z 
is incident with both X and Y and the outer summation is over the A- 1 
582a/48/2-6 
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blocks Y, Y #X, which are incident with both x and y. Using the equation 
in (b) and bringing the constant 2;1 out of the double summation, this can 
be rewritten 
Ci'm,=/22+n+(~-l1)(2~)+C ~E-wdl 
i 1. 
The next step is suggested by inserting into the inner summation the term 
0 = 2 - 2 and then bringing the 2 out of the double summation. Thus 
~i%z,=~~+n+(~-1)(2;1)+2(1-1)(1-2)+~ 
i 
C[x,y,z]-2 . 
> 
The double summation can now be recognized as C ajX3(f, g), where 
f= (x, X), g = ( y, Y) and g ranges through the 3, - 1 flags in F, which are 
R,-related to J This sum is (I. - 1) CZ~~~(~, a,). After simplifying, we write 
1 i2Wli=%2 +I2 +4(%- l)‘+ (IL - 1) fZ~3~(f, F,). 
The second half of (c) claims that 
c i2m, = A3 + n - na335(f, F,,). 
This is proved in a similar way, viewing the set S, above, as S = S’ - S”, 
where 
S’= {(z, Y, 2): zFX; x, y, z incident with 2; y and z incident with Y> 
and 
S” = ( (z, Y, 2): zF~ x, y, z incident 2; y, z incident with Y; YF’x$. 
Part (d) is proved in a similar manner to part (c). The equations in (d) 
represent the cardinal&y of the set 
S = {(z, Y, 2) E P x B x B: zFX; x, y, and z incident with Y and 2). 
Since in this case the block X is not incident with y we use the second half 
of (c), and a334 and a336 in place of a333 and u335, respectively. 1 
4. THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
Suppose D = (P, B, F) is a symmetric (v, k, I) design where the seven 
relations R,, R,, R,, . . . . R, form a six class association scheme on the flags 
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F. The adjacency algebra ‘8’ is then seven dimensional. The algebra 9I’ 
satisfies the equations in Lemma 3.1 and also satisfies one additional 
equation. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
A: = (k - l)(n - 1) I+ (A - 1)(/l - 2)(A, + AZ) + a,,,A, 
PraoJ This equation follows from the definition of the aijk in 
Section 2. Important counts are a33O = (k - l)(i - 1), and uX3i = a332 = 
(J-1)(1-2). 1 
By Lemma 3.5 the subspace St decomposes into two orthogonal sub- 
spaces, say St r and St,, each of which affords a linear representation, call 
them st, and st,. Let s1 =st,(A,) and sz= st,(A,). Recall that 
st,(A,)=st,(A,) = st,(A,) =st,(A,) = -1. Let m, and m2 be the dimen- 
sions of St, and St,, respectively. 
There are strong conditions on the parameters of a symmetric (u, k, 1) 
design when ‘$I has dimension seven. In preparation for the next theorem, 
set 
r= a333 - 2a334 + a336, 
and 
(As usual, n = k - 2.) 
THEOREM 4.2 (The Basic Equations). Let B = (P, B, F) be a symmetric 
(v, k, I*) design where %’ has dimension seven and the numbers a333, a334, 
a336, m, , m2, sl, s2, r, and A are defined as above. Then a333 and a334 are 
nonnegative integers; a336, m,, m2, are positive integers; s1 and s2 are 
algebraic integers. And 
(A - 1) u333 + na334 = (3, - l)(n- 2)* (4.1) 
h,,, + na336 = ;1(/2 - l)* (4.2) 
r=s, fs, (4.3) 
(4*-r’)= -4s,s, (4.4) 
m,+m,=vk-2v+l (4.5) 
m,s,+m,s,=(2v-k-1)(1-1). (4.6) 
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Let x and y be points and let X be a block containing both x and y. Let 
2 be the set of points incident with X and not equal to x or y. Then 
(a) J2+n-22/2=C [Ix, y,z] (z E a, (4.7a) 
and 
(b) 12(;1-2)+n-na,,,=C [x, y,YJ2 (z E Z). (4.7b) 
Let x and y be points and let X be a block containing x but not y. Let Z 
be the set of points incident with X and not equal to x. Then 
(a) Wb-l)=~C4y,zl (z E a, (4.8a) 
and 
(b) n(A- l)-na,,,=x [x, y, Z-J’ (z E Z). (4.8b) 
ProoJ: Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are the results of parts (c) and (d) in 
Theorem 3.7, and the fact that a333, u334 = u335, and u336 are constants. To 
prove Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), choose s1 to be the larger of the eigenvalues of 
A, on St. Applying the representations st, and st, to the equation in 
Lemma 4.1 and using the quadratic formula, we find s1 = (r+ d)/2 and 
s2 = (r- d)/2. 
Equation (4.5) gives the dimension of St as a sum of dimensions of St, 
and St,. The trace of A, on V is zero, but on Ind the trace of A, is 
(k- 1)(3, - 1) and on W the trace of A3 is -2(u- l)(n- 1). Counting the 
trace on St in two ways gives Eq. (4.6). 
Equations (4.7) and (4.8) are essentially those of Theorem 3.7. Here, 
however, we have removed terms in which z = x or z = y. 1 
From now on we order the representations st, and st, so that s1 
represents the larger of the two eigenvalues of A3 on St; thus si = (r+ d)/2 
and s2 = (r- d)/2. 
Basic Equations (4.3) and (4.4) can be written in a nicer form. To do this 
it is convenient to write the various unknowns in the first four Basic 
Equations in terms of asG3. From Lemma 2.1, 
a 336 = A(A - 1) u&z*. 
With this substitution, we solve for u333 and u3+, in Basic Equations (4.1) 
and (4.2) to get 
and 
uxJ3 = (A - 2)2 - n(3, - 1) + a363 
ujs4 = (A - 1)2 - (J. - 1) u3&z. 
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The defining equation for f in Theorem 4.2 then yields 
r= - (A’ + n;l - n - 2) + ~~~~(12~ + /2(2n - 1) + n2 - 2n)/n* 
and so Basic Equation (4.3) may be rewritten as 
s,+s,= -(~2+n3,-n-2)+a,,,(~2+A(2n-1)+n2-2n)/n2. (4.9) 
Now, using both the defining relation for r and (4.9) above, we may 
rewrite Basic Equation (4.4) as 
(s1-1)(1-s2)=%3. (4.10) 
LEMMA 4.3. The algebraic integers s1 and s2 are rational integers. 
ProojI r is an integer. If A is an integer then sir s2 = (f + A)/2 are 
rational, Since any rational algebraic integer is an integer, we are done. 
Suppose A is not an integer. From Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), 
2m,=(2(2u-k-1)(1-1)-T(vk-2u+l)}/A+(vk-2v+1). 
Since m, and r are integers, then 
2(2u-k- 1)(1- 1)-T(uk-2u+ l)=O. (4.1 
(And m,=m,=(uk-2v+1)/2). 
Equation (4.11) implies that r is positive. Suppose r> 2. Then (4.1 
can be rewritten, after factoring out a 2, as the inequality 
(2v-k-1)(~-1)-(vk-2u+1)bO. 
Using the identity (u - 1) A= k(k - 1), we have 
(k-d)2 (k-l)/AdO, 
which is clearly false. This contradiction forces r = 1. If r= 1 then (4.11) 
becomes 
vk-2v+l=2(2v-k-1)(3,-1). 
Again, we use (u - 1) I = k(k - 1) to rewrite this equation. By first mul- 
tiplying the equation by (k- 1)/A and collecting terms so as to get a zero 
on the right-hand side, we reach 
k*-2k(21-1)+1”(2il-l)=Q. 
This quadratic equation in k has solutions 
k=(2Ll)~((21-1)(IZ-1))“2. 
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If L > 1 then 
(A- 1)(2)“2< {(21- I)(& 1))1’*</1(2)“*. 
As k > 1, the first inequality forces k = (2L - 1) + ( (22, - 1 )( h - 1) ) l’*. Set 
x=(1-l)‘/‘andy=(2&1)“‘.Then 
and 
Consequently, 
y2 = 2x* + 1, (4.12) 
k = 21” - 1 + xy, (4.13) 
xy < /2(2)“2. (4.14) 
Reduction modulo A, yields 
0 = 2 - 3xy + x*y2 = 3 - 3xy = 3( 1 - xy). 
So A divides 3( 1 - XY). If II is divisible by 3 then x2 = A - 1 is congruent to 
- 1, modulo 3. Since - 1 is not a quadratic residue of 3 we must conclude 
that ,I and 3 are relatively prime and so I. divides xy - 1. However, 
inequality (4.14) forces 
xy-l=A. (4.15) 
We now calculate x and JL Since x2 = 3, - 1 we have, from (4.15), that 
xy=x2+2. This equation combined with (4.12) implies that 
x4 - 3x2 - 4 = 0, and so x2 = 4 or - 1. Of the four possible solutions for x, 
only x = 2 is meaningful. If x = 2 then A = 5, k = 15, and u = 43. The Basic 
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) rule out the existence of a (43, 15, 5) design with 
a seven-dimensional algebra ‘8’. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose D = (P, B, F) is a symmetric (u, k, 2) design with 
flag algebra L?II’ of dimension seven and suppose all lines of D have size q +- 1. 
Assume also that the number ofji’ags (vk) is larger than the number of lines 
(v(v - 1 )/q(q + 1)). Then s2 = 1 - n/q. 
Proof: Equation (3.13) in Lemma 3.2 states 
qA(F,L)A(L,F)=[(k-l)I+(L-l)A,]+qA,+qA,. 
Note that ind[A(F, I,) A(L, F)] is not zero and that the determinant of the 
matrix w[qA(F, L)A(L, F)] is nl(qf l)(k-q,I- 1). 
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Case 1. The determinant of w[qA(F, L)A(L, F)] is zero. Then 
k = qL + 1. Now v - (2 + (q + 1) n) is the number of blocks missing a par- 
ticular line. If k = qA + 1, this number is zero. Consider three noncollinear 
points x, y, and z. There are 3k - 3;1+ [x, y, z] blocks containing at least 
one of the three points. Any block missing x, y, and z must intersect the 
line (xy ) in no more than one point. However, since in this case every 
block intersects every line, then each block is counted exactly once in the 
sum 3k-3A+[x, y,z]+(q+l-2). Thus 
[x, y,z]=u-3k+32-q+ 1, 
which is independent of x, y, and z. The Dembowski-Wagner theorem [ 11, 
pp. 24281 implies that D = PG(m, q) for some m > 2. The integer s2 can 
then be calculated explicitly using the Basic Equations (Theorem 4.2); 
indeed 
s,=l-q”-‘=1-n/q. 
Case 2. The determinant of w[qA(F, L) A(L, F)] is not zero. In this 
case the intersection of W and the kernel of A(F, L) A(& F) is trivial. 
However, since the number of flags exceeds the number of lines, 
A(F, L) A(L, F) is not full rank. So the kernel of A(F, L) A(L, I;) must be 
in St and there is a representation sti (i= 1 or 2) such that 
st,[A(F, L) A(& F)] is zero. Then 
O=st,[A(F,L)A(L,F)]=(k-l)/q+(i-I)(-l)/q+(-l)+si 
(i=l or 2). 
This forces si = 1 -n/q. Since this number is negative, it must be s2. 1 
5. CLASSIFYING THE DESIGNS WHERE ‘8 HAS DIMENSION SEWN 
We exploit the information in Basic Equations (4.7) and (4.8) of 
Theorem 4.2 in the following way. Let ni, i= 1, 2, . . . . m, be a collection of 
integers. Let t be the aoerage of the ni and set ei=ni- t. Then since 
C e, = 0, we have 
~(n,-t)(ni-(t+l))=~e,(e,-l)=~e~-~ei=~e~~O. (5.1) 
Equality in (5.1) implies that ni = t for all i = 1,2, 3, . . . . m. 
Suppose D is a symmetric (u, k, 2) design where VI’, the adjacency 
algebra, is seven dimensional and so the seven relations R,, R, , R,, . . . . R, 
form a six class association scheme on the flags. This case occurs if the 
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design D is equal to PG(m, q) for some prime q and for some m > 3. This 
case also occurs if D is the complement of PG(m, 2), m > 2. 
It can be shown, with sufficient hypothesis on the parameters of a 
(0, k, A) symmetric design, that the design falls into one of these classes. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let D = (P, B, F) be a symmetric (v, k, ,I) design with 
seven-dimensional algebra Cu’. Let q + 1 be the size of the largest line in the 
design. Then a336 falls in the interval [A(& 1)2/(k- (q + l)), 
%‘(A - l)/(k - l)]. rf a336 meets the lower bound then for any noncollinear 
triple of points x, y, z, [x, y, z] is either 0 or is (A2- (q+ 1) I,+n)/ 
(k- (q+ 1)). rfa336 meets the upper bound then the design is the points and 
hyperplanes of a projective space PG(m, q), m > 2. 
ProoJ: Given a block X containing both points x and y, let (xy ) be the 
line containing x and y and let q + 1 be the size of that line. Let Z be the 
set of points incident with X and not on the line (xy). Basic Equations 
(4.7a) and (4.7b) give 
2 [ x, y,z]=A2-(q+l)%+n, (5.2) 
and 
x, y,z12=A3-(q+ l)A+n-na,,,=I(A’-(q+ l)l+n) 
-n(a,,,+A-1). (5.3) 
Now jZI=k-(q+l).Set t=(IL2-(q+l)A+n)/(k-(q+l)), theaverage 
of the [x, y, z], for z in Z. By (5.1), 
o,<C(Cx,Y,zl-t)(Cx,Y,~l-(t-t1)) (z E Z). 
We use (5.2), (5.3), and the definition of t to rewrite this as 
O~~[x,y,z12-(2t+1) ~[x,y,zl +t(t+l)Cl 
i > 
=dt(k-(q+l))-n(a,,,+;1-l)-(2t+l)t(k-(q+l)) 
+ t(t+ l)(k- (q+ 1)). 
The last line simplifies to 
t(k- (q+ l))(A- t)-n(a,,,+A- l), 
which must be nonnegative. This gives an upper bound on a334. Replacing t 
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with (n2-(q+l)L+n)/(k-(q+l)) and I-t with n(A--l)/(k-(q+l)) 
yields 
which can be rewritten as 
Using n = k - A, subtracting i - 1 from both sides, and simplifying gives 
a334 d (J. - (4 + 1 ))(A - 1 J2/(k - (4 + 1)). 
If equality occurs, then [Ix, y, z] = t = (A’- L(q + 1) + n)/(k - (q + 1)) for 
all z E 2. This allows only three values for [x, y, z] for any z in P. They are 
i (z is on the line (xy)), t, or 0 (there is no block X containing x and y 
which also contains z). 
We can get a lower bound for a334 y b using Basic Equations (4.8a) and 
(4.8b). In order to do that, let X be a block incident with x but not y. Let 
Z be the set of points incident with X but not equal to x. Set 
t’= A(1 - l)/(k- l), the average of the [x, y, z] for z in Z. Then, in the 
same manner as before, 
O< c ([x,Y,z]-t)([x,y,z]-(t+1))=t’(k-1)(1-t’)+Aa334. 
ZEZ 
Since this quantity is nonnegative, after substituting A(A - 1 )/(k - 1) for t’, 
we have the inequality 
Equality above yields [x, y, z] = t’ for all z in Z. But for any noncollinear 
triple x, y, and z, there is a block containing x and z, but not containing y. 
Thus [x, y, z] = t’ for all noncollinear triples. By the Dembowski-Wagner 
theorem, the design is isomorphic to PG(m, q) for some m > 3, q prime. 
The upper and lower bounds for a334 can, via Basic Equation (4.2), be 
interpreted as lower and upper bounds (respectively) on a336. Doing this, 
we find 
a336 2 A@ - 1 12/(k - (4 + 1)) (5.4) 
and 
a336 d 1*(3, - l)/(k - 1). (5.5) 
The values of aXX4 and a336 are independent of the points x and y (if the 
algebra ‘QI has dimension seven) and so we may assume that q + 1 
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represents the size of the largest line. (Even if q is only 1, this represents a 
rather good bound, for u336 is bounded by A(A-- l)‘/(k-2) and 
A2(3, - l)/(k - l), an interval of size at most A/4.) 1 
This theorem provides the machinery for the two theorems that follow. 
The counting arguments that led to this theorem were motivated by several 
conversations with Robert Liebler and a conversation with Peter Cameron. 
Similar counting arguments are used by Cameron in [2]. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose D = (P, B, F) is a symmetric design with 
parameters (v, k, A), the dimension of Cu’ is seven, and 1, divides k - 1. Then 
D = PG(m, q) for some m > 3 and prime q. 
ProoJ Set q = (k - 1)/A. From Basic Equations (4.2), na,,,/L is an 
integer since it is equal to ajj4 + (A - 1 )*. Now n = k - A = q1 + 1 - A, which 
is congruent to 1, modulo 1. Thus 1 divides uss6. Let s = a,,,/l. From the 
previous theorem, 
A(A- l)‘/(k- (q+ 1))<a,,,6A2(;1- l)/(k- l), 
with the equality on the right giving the desired conclusion: D = PG(m, q). 
Replacing 0336 by SA and dividing all parts by 3, gives 
(A- l)*/(k-(q+ l))<s<;1(3,- l)/(k- 1). 
Since q is at least 1, replace q by 1. Replace k by qA -t 1 and multiply all 
parts by q to get 
q(1-1)2/(qLl)<sqdA-1. 
Notice that both sq and i,- 1 are integers and that the length of the inter- 
val [q(A - 1)2/(qA - l), (A - l)] is 
Thus sq = A+ - 1. So ujj6 = A2(A - l)/(k - 1) and D = PG(m, q). u 
If D = (P, B, F) is a design isomorphic to the complement of PG(m, 2), 
m > 2, then the algebra 2l’ is seven dimensional. Every symmetric design 
with k < 21 is the complement of a symmetric design with k > 2A. 
The next lemma prepares for an examination of those designs with 
k < 2;1 (and so n d A). 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose D = (P, B, F) is a symmetric design with 
parameters (v, k, A), and the dimension of ‘u’ is seven. Then s2 = 1 -n iff 
k 6 21. 
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ProojI Assume k < 22. The number of points on a line is at most 
(u- l,)/(k-I) [ll, p. 161. Here (v-A)/(k-1) is at most two, and so 
Lemma 4.4 yields sz = 1 - n. 
Conversely assume s2 = 1 -K Then from (4.10), (sl - 1) n = use3. Sub- 
stituting for u363 in Eq. (4.9) and solving for si - 1 gives 
(sl- l)=n(i2+n~-2n)/(12+(2,- 1) /Z+n2-3n) (5.6) 
and so 
a 336 = qn - 1) u&z2 = i(n - l)(sr - 1)/n 
= A(1 - l)(n’+ nA - 2n)/(A2 + (2n - 1) d + n2 - 3n). 
By Theorem 5.1, 
(5.7) 
a336 3 ,I(,? - l)‘/(k - 2) = A(1 - l)“/(n + ,? - 2). 
However, these two requirements on a336 force A -n > 0; this is equivalent 
to k<2A. 1 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose D = (P, B, F) is a symmetric (v, k, A) design with 
k = 21 and the dimension of %I’ is seven. Then D is isomorphic to the com- 
plement of a projective space PG(m, 2) for some m Z 2. 
ProoJ If k = 2A (and so n = A) we find, from the proof of Lemma 5.3, 
that ujX6 meets the lower bound, A(1 - 1)/2. We now apply Theorem 5.1. 
For any triple of points, x, y, z, either [x, y, z] = 0 or [x, y, z] is 
(A’ - 21+ n)/(k- 2) = (A’ - A)/(21 - 2) = l/2. 
Let [x, y, z]’ represent the number of blocks missing all three points x, y, 
and z. Counting blocks in the design D we get 
o=4&1=[x, y,z]-32+3k+[x, y,z]“, 
or 
[x,y,z]c=a-l-[x, y,z]. 
Thus [x, y, z]” is either i- 1 or (l/2)- 1. But in the complement of the 
design D, [x, y, z]’ represents the number of blocks on x, y, and z. The 
complement of D has parameters (42 - 1,2/2 - 1, A - 1) and so we conclude 
that either x, y, and z are collinear or they have precisely (R/2) - 1 blocks 
on them. By the Dembowski-Wagner theorem the complement of D is 
isomorphic to PG(m, q) for appropriate m and q. From the parameters of 
D, q must be 2. 1 
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The last theorem relied on Eq. (5.6) for sI - 1. The author conjectures 
that if 1 < 12 < 1, then the expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.6) is 
never an integer. This has been verified by a computer for 1” < 1000. The 
conjecture would imply that the hypothesis “k = 2%” in Theorem 5.4 may 
be replaced by the inequality “k < 21”; i.e., the designs customarily viewed 
as “complements,” which have a six class association scheme on flags, are 
precisely those which are complements of PG(m, 2), m 3 2. 
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